
JEAN-MICHEL BASQUIAT
Ongoing through Oct. 10 @ MOCA
Grand Avenue
Don’t let the pretentious name fool you.

Basquiat, subject of the Julian Schnabel

film of the same name, began as a street

artist living in a cardboard box in New

York’s Thompkins Square Park. A perfect

fit for the artistic scene still evolving here

in Los Angeles, Basquiat became known

for covering walls in SoHo and subway

cars – signing his work “SAMO©” (for

“same old shit”) – with crowned icons of

the urban, sports and music legends of

the African-American community

(his mom was from Puerto Rico,

his dad from Haiti). And while his

New York history is more

notorious, some of the artist’s

most appreciated pieces –

including the exhibited Gold Griot

(1984) – were painted on

reassembled fence planks in his

Venice, Calif., backyard.

His personal life also echoes

that of too many Hollywood

actors to list. After a meteoric rise

to success, he died of a drug

overdose in 1988, at the age of 27.

He is the River Phoenix of the art

world – though no cross-

sponsorship with The Viper Room is, as

yet, occurring.

The Museum of Contemporary Art

(MOCA) brings together approximately

65 paintings and 50 works on paper that

demonstrate Basquiat’s neo-cave

painting style, which forced America to

recognize an ethnic artist as its own icon

of creative potential. Basquiat’s brutal,

destructive and anarchic art manifested

the hip-hop movement during its

nascent and burgeoning period in the

early 1980s. In true hip-hop fashion, he

acted as the DJ of pop art LPs: sampling

text, imagery, symbols and styles from a

potpourri of sources and mixing them

into something original. Yes, the

postmodern thermometer will be off the

charts this summer.

The aforementioned Gold Griot, por

exemplo, depicts a large, enigmatic head

and torso on a gold background. With a

car for a nose, road for teeth and train-

tracks for a backbone, the smiling-and-

waving entity seems infused with the

culture of transportation that defines

our city.

And, as our city does better than

anywhere else in the world, MOCA is

rolling out the red carpet (though

perhaps MOCA will pick a color more

creative) with a dozen special events to

coincide with this monumental

exhibition. During Basquiat’s run,

MOCA’s Grand Avenue and Patinette

Café will be open until midnight on

Saturdays for a party fit for this Tara

Reid-of-art artist – there’ll be art

viewing, cocktails, live music, art

making, screenings, DJs and more.

For a complete schedule, visit

www.moca.org/nightvision.

Unable to completely disconnect

itself from its cultural roots, this Los

Angeles museum will also host daily

screenings of a premiere documentary

on Basquiat (A Conversation with Jean-

Michel Basquiat) and Downtown 81, a

feature starring the then 19-year-old

artist. Both are free with museum

admission.

For those majoring in art – or those

just majorly interested in art – a number

of classes and lectures are also being

offered.

A delicious sampler platter to

Basquiat’s existence, the exhibition also

features the artist channeling Da Vinci,

Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse, in

showcasing his entire Daros Suite, a series

of 32 drawings seen for the first time in

the United States. That’s right – not even

your East Coast pal’s pretentious parents

will be able to one-up you here.

MOCA Grand Avenue is located at 250 S.

Grand Ave., in downtown Los Angeles.

Exhibit hours: Mon. and Fri. 11 a.m.-5

p.m., Thu. 11 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat. 11 a.m.-

midnight, Sun. 11 a.m.-6 p.m., closed Tue.

and Wed. For more information, visit

www.moca.org.

REMBRANDT’S LATE RELIGIOUS
PORTRAITS
Ongoing through Aug. 28 @ J. Paul
Getty Museum
The Anatomy Lecture of Dr. Nicolaes Tulp,

a group of bearded academics

surrounding the black-hatted doctor as

he dissects an arm, is Rembrandt 

van Rijn’s – and, indeed, one of

art’s – most well-known and overly

reproduced works. A master 

of light and shadow, Rembrandt

ranks as a giant in the history 

of art.

After enjoying an astounding

amount of success as a portraitist

(Rembrandt is praised for his

ability to depict not only the

material qualities of costume but

also the complex inner states of his

sitters) and history painter,

Rembrandt, much like Basquiat,

was met with extremely adverse

circumstances. Unlike the 1980s

master, however, Rembrandt did

not OD on absinthe, but instead

channeled the death of his wife and

his mounting financial troubles

into a collection dubbed Rembrandt’s

Late Religious Portraits.

The ominous cumulonimbus

beginning to encapsulate the artist made

Rembrandt re-imagine the doctrines he

had hitherto merely painted. The

exhibition is the first to focus on this

phase of the artist’s life, and considers the

relationship between Rembrandt’s

religious convictions and his creative

impulses. Following the death of family

members, one often questions the

validity of his dogma, and the Getty’s

presentation showcases how one famous

artist came to terms with the same

questions we pose to a higher power in

times of trouble.

As Edward G. Robinson so

colloquially put it,“Where’s your messiah

now, Rembrandt?” Rembrandt worked

for the answer not through the pages of

When Bad Things Happen To Good People

but through the fine hair of his

paintbrush.

These 16 paintings of mainly biblical

subjects (blurring the distinction

between religious painting and

portraiture) include the dramatic, life-

sized, half-length images of saints and

apostles as in Apostle Bartholomew

(1661); representations of Christ and the

Virgin; and, perhaps most in need of

contemplation, a self-portrait of the

artist as the Apostle Paul. It is not only a

great artist at work, but a great artist in

pain, imagining old friends and lovers in

a New Testament way.

The Getty was wise to use Self-

Portrait as the Apostle Paul as the poster-

child-work of this exhibit. Threatening to

become as ubiquitous and well-known as

Dr. Nicolaes in Los Angeles this summer,

the painting features the artist as Saint

Paul who turns a manuscript toward

us, the viewer, for our inspection; the

sword of martyrdom is held close to

his body. Unlike many other religious

paintings of the time, Rembrandt’s

own features – round eyes, bulbous

nose and Botox-free wrinkles – have

the saint come across as unidealized

and unheroic, “an undeserving

recipient of divine grace,” reminding

us of the saint’s – and great artist’s –

human limitations.

For a museum almost trammeled

to the point of immobility by

modernistic tradition, these featured

paintings – a pittance of the work

Rembrandt created – are the fresh air

one would expect from the high

altitude of the Getty.

The Getty is located at 1200 Getty Center

Dr., in Los Angeles. Exhibit hours: 

Tue.-Thu. and Sun. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.,

Fri. and Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m., closed 

Mon. For more information, visit

www.getty.edu.

TUTANKHAMUN AND THE
GOLDEN AGE OF THE PHARAOHS
Ongoing through Nov. 15 @ LACMA
Much like Tutankhamun himself, the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art

(LACMA) invites you to become a part of

history as well – sans the brain-through-

the-nose surgery, although that, too, has

become quite fashionable here for

actresses. Back in Los Angeles for the first

time in 27 years, King Tut, 130 treasures

from his tomb, other Valley of the Kings

tombs and additional ancient sites, will

begin their 27-month national tour in

our own backyard. Last time Tut toured

the country (in the late 1970s) more than

8 million visitors took in the opulence of

The Boy King.

In 1922, the original Indiana Jones,

English archeologist Howard Carter,

discovered Tut’s lost tomb in The Valley

of the Kings, a verdant archeological site

in Egypt. The center of political attacks

by his contemporaries, and with his

funding about to expire, an exhausted

Carter chipped away at sandy terra and

unearthed the first of a series of steps. At

the bottom was a door that opened to the

world a vision of Egypt’s Golden Age. All

items in the exhibit are between 3,300

and 3,500 years old or, in Hollywood’s

terms, older than Lindsey Lohan but

younger still than Jane Fonda.

Luckily for us – and for King Tut as

he traversed the afterlife – the 19-year-

old king was buried with not only sacred

funerary objects, but with many of the

things he used in day-to-day dealings. On

view is a golden fan expertly depicting

Tut hunting ostrich, ornate bottles of

perfume, dozens of Shabti (mini

mummies that were hoped to come to

life and be his servants in the afterlife)

and wooden footstools. The only person

in history buried with more bling is

Liberace.

LACMA has perhaps accidentally

designed the entire experience as a

simulacrum of what Carter must have

experienced in an attempt to get visitors

to feel the same thrill the archeologist

must have felt. Waiting, first, in a white

tent (there are lots of visitors), LACMA-

goers experience the same crippling heat

and parched throats that Carter faced in

his own tent between bouts of digging.

Next, visitors are released into

LACMA West where they wait, filled with

curiosity and impatience, this time

between ersatz hieroglyphic pillars and

backdrop banners of sandy dunes and

guards – oh, the guards.

Finally, the sardined crowd is

released into a room and shown a small

movie about Tut’s life, the lights go out,

there appears to be no exit then …

wham!, an opening appears across the

room where an illuminated King Tut

statue stands. The journey begins as

visitors creep through a variety of

darkened, entombed rooms, dazedly

bumping into one another as their

headphones blare the buzzing sounds of

Omar Shariff ’s audio tour.

One of the exhibit’s largest deterrents

is the endless crowd that is held from

herding in but not shepherded out once

inside. A light-up CAT-scan of a

sarcophagus lying on the floor – with the

actual lit items floating in opaque boxes

around the room – is interesting, but,

again, the darkened room is filled to

capacity with people. Any attempt to

read the posted text boxes on the

sarcophagus requires the patience of a

pharaoh, and his crook and flail, as well.

Then there’s the price. Tickets for

students start at $22 for the weekdays,

$27 for weekends.

LACMA, however, should not be

blamed for any of this Circus Maximus’

shortcomings, as its curators were

allowed very little influence over the

exhibition of these artifacts – The

Supreme Council of Antiquities of Egypt,

Egyptian authorities and various

commercial enterprises had almost total

control of how this exhibition came

together. It is little more than a, yes,

pyramid scheme.

Still, this is the Tutapalooza everyone

in Los Angeles will be talking about, so

you may want to be able to say you were

there. In the sidebar, Campus Circle will

offer some practical advice to make sure

you get the best experience you can from

The Money Returns … err … The

Mummy Returns.

LACMA is located at 5905 Wilshire Blvd.,

in Los Angeles. Exhibit hours: Seven 

days a week, 10 a.m-7 p.m. For more

information, visit www.lacma.org.

LOS ANGELES HAS ALWAYS BEEN THOUGHT OF as the

Cracked to New York’s Mad Magazine when it comes to art. The

Coke to their Pepsi. The 99 Cents Only Store to their

Bloomingdale’s. The City Beat to their Campus Circle. Called the

entertainment capital of the world, L.A. seemingly knows more

about E.T.’s Billy Bush than Italy’s Hieronymus Bosch – ask most

New Yorkers about the aesthetic scene in Los Angeles and they’re

oft likely to respond with a scoff, pretentious eye-roll or swift

Manolo Blahnik kick to your cultural groin. However, with a

tagline apt for our claim to fame, this summer, in a city full of Paris

Hiltons, it’s time to even the art score.

At the next pretentious eye-roll, remind your East Coast host

that Los Angeles has more museums than any other city in the

world. Point to the summer of ’05 when – with the help of King Tut,

Rembrandt and Basquiat – the City of Angels will become an art

mecca for not just the country, but the world. For anyone who’s ever

lived in Los Angeles without visiting a museum, your time has come …

L.A.’S MUST-SEE 
SUMMER EXHIBITS
THE BIG
THREE:

B Y  J O S H  H E R M A N

GETTING IN:
You’d think a jaunt to the museum would be as

relaxing as the Frenchmen in a Renoir appear

to be.

You’d be thinking wrong – especially for

King Tut.

For Tut, it is highly recommended that you

make reservations and purchase tickets before

actually schlepping to the event. To avoid long

lines, you might want to choose times and days

that are less crowded; the earlier in the day and

week the better, but remember that many

children are out of school for the summer. Still,

a Monday morning will afford you more time

to look at Tut and less time staring at a large

tourist’s head as you wait in sweltering heat to

get inside the exhibit.

The same goes for the Getty. While

Rembrandt’s Jesus et al get less foot traffic than

Tut’s Ra et al, the Getty, with its abolition of

reservations, can become uncomfortably

crowded as well. As with all museums,

weekends and, in the summer, weeknights are

the most crowded times – early to mid-day is

always a better bet if you prefer to see more art

and less arty people. The Getty’s location high

above the 405 also means you shouldn’t go

during rush hour, unless you’re waiting for the

modern museum to turn postmodern.

Admission to the Getty is always free, with

a minimal charge of $7 per car being the only

pittance required. Tut varies based on when you

go, with weekdays being cheapest. Check

www.lacma.org for more information on Tut’s

pricing and take advantage of LACMA offering

$5 off pricing to its regular museum with your

Tut ticket stub. MOCA also charges a nominal

fee of $5 for students, and admission is free for

all MOCA venues every Thursday, 5-8 p.m.

Parking in downtown Los Angeles can be

difficult, however, so either bring a lot of

change (we’re talking Santa Monica parking-

meter prices here) or expect to spend an

amount equal  to museum admission in one of

the pay lots.

SATIATING THE STOMACH:
While all three museums have restaurants or

cafés on the premises, it is highly recommended

that – unless you’re able to afford to purchase

one of the works of art on view – you eat

beforehand. Prices at the Getty and MOCA’s

restaurants are overly exorbitant, and even the

Hebrew Nationals outside of King Tut at

LACMA are more expensive than the ones at

the ArcLight.

If you plan on making a date of the entire

museum-going experience, however, nominally

priced dishes can be found – and, other than

Yamashiro in the Hollywood Hills, there isn’t a

better view than from the Getty’s Grand

Terrace Café and The Restaurant.

❑✓ SURVIVAL TIPS

Jean-Michel Basquiat, Philistines, 1982
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Jean-Michel Basquiat, Trumpet, 1984
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Jean-Michel Basquiat, Flexible, 1984

Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn, The Resurrected
Christ, 1661
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Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn, Self-Portrait as the
Apostle Paul, 1661
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Tut Reconstruction, forensic reconstruction of
Tutankhamun made using CT-scan data of his skull
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Tutankhamun as King of Upper Egypt (left) and Tutankhamun as King of Lower Egypt, gilded wood
figures from the tomb of Tutankhamun
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